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Amir Temur's name is famous all over the world, and his strong commanders and soldiers stand on the ground that it is worthy of Sahibkiran, that is, the king of kings. The fact is that since the day he came to power, he pays special attention to establishing his or her own strength and always raising his power. The most respected and most praiseworthy of his state, his officials, were the military, the commanders who had won the war. Thus, Amir Temur described his descendants in his "Tuzuklari" detailing the issues of warfare to his descendants, his system, order, salary, clothing, and weapons. Amir Temur's teachings about the warrior have not lost their value anymore. Therefore, learning it, knowing it plays an important role in managing the modern army. It would be appropriate to focus on military schools, academies, and pay attention to the use of the heads of state and ministers in their daily work.1

Amir Temur is primarily a system of tens, hundreds, and thousands of people who are famous in the era of creation. The lowest of his army was ninety, the highest of which was the ruler of the Amir al-Haram. At the top of his head he was the only commander, with an infinite right to rule. Most importantly, Amir Temur chooses not only the captain, the captain, the captain, the captain, the captain of the captain for choice of the army, but also those whom he has demonstrated in his field on the battlefield. Amir Temur says: "When I built Cherik, I followed three principles: Firstly, I was interested in young man's power, secondly, a sword, thirdly, intelligence and perfection. In these three types of collections, I got into the navigational service..."2

Amir Temur says, "I have commanded that when the ten men who were killed by the warriors and those who were bloody, the one with the bravery and courage of the other, with the consent and approval of the remaining nine, and let them call him a chief, and name his horse ten heads."3

As you can see, Amir Temur is guided by natural law when creating his agent. When choosing each warrior, he emphasizes that his bone is in the battlefield. And more importantly, as their leader, he is more determined than any of them, and he will appoint him as the head of the nine conscientious objectors. In
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addition, it is based on the choice and location of commanders in the field of battlefields, ie practical life and the approval of military democratic, ie others' consent. "If ten people are ten, they should be called the master of the nobleman, who has done the most of his work and gained experience in battlefields." 4. This is how the commander-in-chief (Amiri Hazara) and other commanders will be appointed. As a result of strict observance of the above principles and rules of the army, Amir Temur gained unprecedented war in the Middle Ages, and has always been victorious in the heaviest battles, which is the main reason for the disciplined and qualified army.

Amir Temur simultaneously regulates the legal and moral aspects of the attitude of the nuns to their own and, in the opposite, the attitude of the princes to their nephews, along with the structure of the army, its weapons, security, and wages. Amir Temur requires his followers to be just and fair5. The Navors always regarded themselves as servants of the princes.

Throughout the centuries, politicians and militaries in the most developed countries of the world have sought to deepen the military system of the empire of Amir Temur6. These need and necessity, they also used their experience in solving many problems in the region such as stability in the treasury and the creation of the army. Until now, Amir Temur's military art has been thoroughly studied in the most developed European countries and educational institutions of other countries.

Professor Sh.Oljayeva writes, "As it is known, Sohibkiron has created a perfect military-political system, and this system will later become an important program for the leaders of large states, commanders. The military commander, who had not yet landed the army, was one of the greatest commanders of the day, rebuilding the army fragments more perfectly than in Chingizkhan. It is through this military art that a powerful defense system has been created in the country. Amir Temur has gained a leading position in the geopolitical space of the world along with its military capability, while maintaining peace and stability in the country." 7.

It is well known from history that the ability of Amir Temur's army to escape the aggression of the Middle Ages, which has a high risk of wars, and that they are able to direct their movements to a single goal, always fights in the battlefields, is an excellent military policy. "His army was an incredible army, with a Mongolian army, a former nomadic nomadic Turkish, a Muslim patriot and

Christian pagan, a soldier who speaks foreign languages and wrestles with the magic of the will of the great supreme ruler."⁸ Keren. L. Keren also said: "The army of Amir Temur was a separate colonnaded fascist soldier and his horses were equipped with armor, armor, shield, saddle, lace, belt, bullet, purse and spear. There were white, green, purple, or red fads in this alphabet."

Also, H. Dadaboiev's arguments prove: "There were many signs characteristic of a regular army in the Amir Temur army. The army is precisely and precisely organized, and its combat mode has risen to the level of ambush, the army is equipped with the advanced weapons and techniques of its own time, each unit, division is equipped with the same armor, parts are different from each other by their clothes, the flag they lifted, and even the horse's horse."⁹

For real, in summary, Sahibkiran has created a complete and perfect military system, focusing on the military aspects such as army co-ordination, material supply, and combat methods. Through this system, he has accomplished his goals.

The defense of the Amir Temur state was carried out by economic, political, diplomatic, and military means. He had a solid military force in his time. The existence of such a power enabled him to prevent the unrest and aggression of the Asian region. For this purpose, special attention was paid to strengthening the defense of the country, the continuous improvement of the armed forces, the defense of the state border, the military knowledge and skills of the armed forces, the protection of citizens. This task is closely related to public administration. Such a solution had a positive impact on the improvement of statehood.
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